
White paper

Considerations for vision inspection selection 
and deployment 

As sensitivity to product recalls increases among both CPG manufacturers and retailers, ensuring that 
product codes are present, correct and readable is more important than ever. One approach to 
verifying the presence and consistency of code quality is to employ a vision system for code 
inspection. Vision systems, when correctly applied, can be highly effective. However, success can only 
be achieved if there is a thorough understanding of what a vision inspection system can and cannot 
do. Also important is thoughtful application of the selected system. If adopters fail to consider these 
variables, they can inadvertently achieve an outcome that is counter-productive to their end goal.
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To identify the right tool 
for the job, you must  
first understand the 
desired end result

When CPG manufacturers explore employing a vision 
system, they often state their objective as: “I want to 
ensure I have the right code on every single product.”  
While this is a well-intentioned goal, it is important to 
understand exactly what it entails and what part a 
vision system can play in meeting that goal. In 
situations involving highly-dynamic, critical code  
data – such as a unique serial number on a 
pharmaceutical product – using a vision system to 
confirm the serial number to help ensure there are no 
duplicates is a good application of the technology.  
However, for typical lot and date code creation and 
placement with mostly static information, a vision 
system may do little to ensure that you have the 
“correct code” in place.  

With a vision system that is fully integrated with 
your coding equipment [such as the Videojet 
Visual Code Inspection System (VCIS)], the 
premise is that the camera is verifying that the 
printer properly applied the code it has been 
instructed to print.  However, if the wrong 
expiration date has been input into the printer, 
the vision system cannot decipher the 
inaccuracy of the code and it will pass the code 
as long as it is readable. And while the instances 
of a printer randomly printing different 
information than was input is extremely rare, a 
vision system is equally unhelpful in recognizing 
these types of coding errors.



Code accuracy

The ability to ensure code accuracy is primarily a function of a 
manufacturer’s workflow and operating procedures, augmented by the 
coding hardware and software that is utilized. Preparations that can be 
taken to help ensure code accuracy, in order of effectiveness, include:

•  Having the code data automatically populated from a trusted data source instead 
of relying on human input at the printer. This can be done in multiple ways such as 
transmitting data between other automation devices, such as a PLC, via common 
methods such as an OPC server, or by auto-populating the code fields via the scanning 
of a bar code (referencing the associated line data in the database) by a line operator.

•  If the workflow is such that human input is necessary, it is important to select a coding 
solution that allows business rules to be applied and also makes it easy to enter the 
correct code and difficult to enter an incorrect code.

•  Success is more likely to be achieved if operators implement pre-run cross-checks to 
help ensure the printer has the intended code properly loaded. 

Assuming that the issue of 
providing the printer with the 
correct code information has been 
addressed, the primary decision 
point on a vision inspection system 
comes down to whether you are 
looking to reject individual product 
or are wanting to minimize the 
amount of rework that may occur 
between manual checks. Most 
inspection system offerings can do 
either, but there may be trade-offs. 
While a pallet full of product with 
bad or missing code is a significant 
issue, getting reduced throughput 
due to continually high reject 
levels associated with the code is a 
potentially worse outcome.
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Camera technology has evolved and proven 
very reliable in reading text in a variety 
of applications, but for code inspection 
on consumer products there are still two 
primary challenges to be dealt with:

•  Low-resolution print technology, coupled with a target 
that can be moving at relatively high speeds, can 
cause a degree of randomness to the outcome of the 
inspection

•  Inherently, a camera is going to be more precise than 
the human eye

The challenge of  
code inspection

While several different technologies exist for code printing, the most 
common one, Continuous Inkjet (CIJ), is also the most challenging for 
code inspection for several reasons:

•  CIJ is a dot matrix technology that uses a small amount of drops to form the code (most 
commonly, 7 high by 5 wide).  The drops typically do not connect with each other in a way 
that forms a straight line with clean edges, causing a camera processor to quite literally 
connect the dots (a technique known as morphology) to form a readable image.

•  The placement of the individual drops as well as the spacing between the individual 
characters is highly dependent on the printer accurately gauging the speed of the 
target package.  Any inaccuracy can lead to misplaced drops, which can render a code 
unreadable. Also, improper spacing between the characters can prevent the camera from 
properly separating individual character through a process called “segmentation”. 

•  CIJ printers work off the concept of an ink stream being broken into individual droplets. 
Depending on the age, model and how well they have been maintained, some printers 
may be susceptible to satellites, (i.e. small drops that are not intended to be part of the 
code that end up randomly placed on the package).  Similarly, CIJ printers can experience 
splash-back or splatter where fragments of an individual drop break away on contact with 
the substrate and land in a spot that could cause a minor character deformation that 
might be picked up by the camera.

For the issues above, depending on the severity, the defect 
may not be picked up by the human eye, and to the degree 
it is, might be considered trivial in the context of code 
legibility. However, depending on the visual inspection 
system you choose and how you configure it, the camera 
may detect these defects in a manner that deems the code 
unreadable, even though it may be.  

CIJ technology diagram



To the degree it is possible within your packaging design, applying the 
code in a space that will provide the best chance of readability should 
be taken into account. A white background is most desirable, but isn’t 
necessary.

Design your coding 
process to optimize 
readability

Once design and packaging supplier concerns are 
addressed, creating a highly-repeatable process 
around applying a high-quality code is an essential 
next step.  Material handling of the product at the 
point at which the code is applied and inspected is 
your next area of concern.  

Vision inspection systems work off a field of view 
on which the camera focuses. This means that 
your material handling system must be capable of 
repeatedly applying the code in the same relative 
position on the package and then presenting the code 
in the area on which the camera is focused.  It may 
be necessary to reposition the coding point on your 
packaging line to an area with more precise material 
handling or to one that can ensure more uniformity of 
code position (e.g. moving the coding point from after 
the product is filled to before the filling process begins).

Configuring the code for optimal readability and 
applying standard work around to help maintain print 
consistency can go a long way toward success with 
your vision inspection system.  While there is often 
desire for a “nice tight code”, visual inspection systems 
prefer clear inter-character spacing in order to create 
the necessary segmentation required to read each 
individual character.  The same is true of a dual-line 
code, where clear vertical separation is desired.  

The two most important packaging factors to consider are:

•  Contrast between code and background.  A black code on a red background can provide 
sufficient contrast, while black on dark blue/purple, for example, can be extremely challenging 
to read.

•  Consistency of background.  Most vision inspection systems will have a variety of settings 
such as Gain and Exposure, for example, to adjust for the background, but these settings 
generally cannot be optimized if the code is printed against two different backgrounds.  It is 
important for your packaging supplier to provide you with a consistent substrate in terms of 
gloss and composition. Moreover, you should design your packaging so that your code does 
not cross different colored backgrounds.  

Additionally, providing a “quiet zone” around the code can also improve readability, as it can 
allow the camera’s region of interest to be expanded to accommodate slight deviations in the 
placement of the code on the package.
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Inconsistent background: Code 
positioned partially over contents 
of package

Inconsistent background: Code 
positioned on two different 
background colors
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Once you have established a code that is easily readable, 
process discipline is necessary to ensure it’s repeated during 
product changeovers or after printhead cleaning.

Of particular importance is maintaining the “throw distance” between 
the CIJ printhead and package. Moving the head to a different position 
can change the vertical spacing between drops, which can change the 
appearance of the characters.  It can even expand the height of the code 
out of the camera’s field of view.  Also, any skewing of the printhead from its 
reference position will induce a slant to the characters that could make them 
unreadable.  The vast majority of these situations are related to packaging 
line processes and are independent of the visual inspection system. However, 
cameras can be “taught”, which provides some flexibility on how you 
implement your processes. For example, you can teach the visual inspection 
system to accept codes that might be taller or skewed from your ideal code; 
it’s just a matter of taking the time to do so.  However, you can also use the 
system as a pre-run check to help ensure optimal print quality by teaching 
the camera to only read a very tight range of character variations.  

Process consistency to 
optimize performance

Incorrect throw distance (top) and optimum throw 
distance (bottom) for highest quality character formation



A variety of vision inspection systems are available at a range 
of price points, most of which should be capable of performing 
printed code inspection. However, there are key differences 
that may make one product a better fit for your application 
requirements than another.  

One key differentiator is whether the solution is a standalone camera system or is 
fully integrated and supplied with the printer. Standalone camera systems come 
in many forms and are often very flexible devices that can do far more than code 
inspection, such as determining whether a lid is properly placed on a bottle.  For 
more complicated applications, such as high-speed package validation, these 
systems can be a very appropriate choice. However, for basic inspection of a static 
date and/or lot code, integrated offerings have several distinct advantages:

•  Easier configuration and job set-up. Integrated systems are “built for purpose” 
and designed soley for code inspection, so they don’t need to be specifically 
configured for that application versus bottle cap inspection. Also, depending on 
the manufacturer, duplicate set-up can be avoided as the printer and inspection 
system can run off of one file. The devices can exchange key information with 
each other such as what the code is and where it should be located on the 
package.

•  Potentially better ability to read the codes.  Integrated systems use their 
own printer font libraries as a starting point. This gives them an advantage versus 
third-party implementations which at a minimum can reduce the initial required 
configuration effort.

•  One source for support.  Purchasing a single system from one vendor makes it 
clear where to go for support and eliminates the potential for confusion when 
working with multiple vendors.

•  Potentially lower costs.  While significant variation exists among manufacturers, 
the “built for purpose” nature of an integrated system can often reduce or 
eliminate charges for integrating different systems.

Choose a system that 
matches your requirements 
and budget
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Visual code  
inspection tools

There are several different tools that can be used for visual code 
inspection and it is important to select the tool that best fits your 
application.  The three common visual inspection tools are:

•  Presence/Absence Detection:  This tool determines whether the code has been 
applied in the intended location by counting individual pixels and edges and comparing 
it to a user-settable threshold.  This tool is useful to help ensure you are not continuing 
to run product without codes being applied, but does not address whether the code is 
legible or if it is a “match” to the intended code.

•  Optical Character Recognition (OCR):  This tool compares the individual character 
formations to a known knowledge base to determine what that character represents.  
While the system may have a priori knowledge of what is being printed, that 
information is used only to determine if all characters are readable as opposed to 
matching the characters against the intended code.  For typical date and lot code 
applications where the data is not changing, ensuring that each character can be 
recognized is often sufficient.

•  Optical Character Verification (OCV):  This tool uses a priori knowledge of what 
should be printed to match each character versus the target alphanumeric string.  This 
type of inspection can be useful in applications such as serialization where the code 
data may be changing from print to print.

Vision inspection systems usually offer the same basic tools, but there can be great 
variation in how they are applied and configured, which is relevant in determining 
application fit.  The Videojet Visual Code Inspection System (VCIS) offers a unique 
variation of the OCR tool called Code Quality Trend (CQT).

Standard OCR tools pass judgement on every code and will record a “bad read” if any 
character in the string isn’t recognized.  In practice, continuous inkjet (CIJ) code quality 
tends to either deteriorate over time or change suddenly due to an event, such as the 
printhead getting struck.  It is far less common for a couple of bad codes to be mixed 
in with a succession of good codes. For that reason, using standard OCR coupled with a 
reject gate may not necessarily be a good application of the tool and could lead to an 
unwanted and excessive amount of rejects. 

The Videojet CQT algorithm instead passes 
judgement over a user-definable set of code 
inspections and will only indicate a failure if the 
same character continues to be unreadable.  
This approach can filter out some of the issues 
associated with using a low-resolution print 
technology as discussed briefly in this white 
paper. By looking for the same failure to reoccur, 
the Videojet VCIS solution can detect an actual 
systemic change in print quality.  When a failure 
mode is detected, the line can be stopped and 
the necessary personnel alerted so that the 
underlying condition can be addressed. This 
allows operators to stop the line before a large 
amount of inadequately-coded product has to 
be scrapped or reworked.

Probability that tool will successfully evaluate  
over ten attempts for a ten-character code
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Low resolution  
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The probability of OCR getting even one “perfect” read 
over ten codes drops quickly, except for the highest 
quality codes. VCIS, however, identifies a pattern of 
compromised print quality before it fails codes.

VCIS 
OCR



Depending on the supplier, the visual inspection tools applied do not 
have to be mutually exclusive.  One particularly useful combination is 
Presence/Absence with an output tied to a reject gate, since a missing 
code due to a missed print trigger can and does occur randomly. In this 
instance, Videojet CQT can be used to stop the line for reoccurring code 
quality issues without rejecting individual products. 

It is also useful to understand to what degree an inspection system can be adjusted to 
allow you to select the appropriate level of sensitivity to potentially bad codes.  While 
different manufacturers may use different terms, these adjustments typically fall into the 
following categories:

•  Decode confidence: This is a scale setting for how sure the system is that the inspected 
character can be read. This value would be increased to make the system less tolerant of 
characters that don’t closely match their trained shape. Decreasing the value would allow 
the system to pass codes of lesser quality.

•  Failure Thresholds: This measurement defines the amount of bad reads before the 
system goes into failure mode and provides an alert or takes an action. Typically defined 
as an amount of consecutive failures or a percentage over and above a certain amount of 
inspections, the threshold provides for a degree of tolerance for random readability issues.

•  Character Masking:  This measurement, which is the ability to ignore certain characters 
as part of the inspection, can be useful if those characters continually fail due to 
inconsistency of background, placement on a curvature, etc.

Finding the appropriate 
level of functionality 
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As a final consideration, it is valuable to contemplate whether the visual inspection system you are evaluating fits your budget 
and whether or not it is delivered by an organization that can install the system and provide ongoing support.  Visual inspection 
systems run the gamut from very simple and inexpensive, limited functionality units, to more expensive and sophisticated PC-based 
machine vision systems. This variability allows for error in purchasing more functionality than you need. Moreover, it is also essential 
to understand the fully installed price, as in some cases integration fees can end up being considerably more than the cost of the 
hardware. You should also confirm that the selected vendor has a solid support network in place and “feet on the street” that can 
respond quickly when or if on-site service is required.
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